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QUÉBEC FOR ALL

ynonymous with wide-open
spaces and winter, Quebec
is also known for its friendly,
welcoming people and vibrant
cities! Its four distinct seasons
provide a perfect setting for creating
countless memories, regardless of your
abilities.
Whether exploring the outdoors,
visiting First Nations communities,
taking in a few festivals, or finding a
delightful agritourism destination,
Quebec is overflowing with unforgettable experiences.
Discover the art of letting loose!
WHAT IS QUÉBEC FOR ALL?
Québec for all is a database of over
1,700 tourism businesses certified as
“fully accessible” or “partially accessible” by Kéroul. This platform is the
ideal tool for planning your next vacation! A search engine enables you to
find establishments to suit your needs;
a geolocation map, itinerary suggestions and travel advice complete the
preparations for your stay.

KÉROUL CERTIFICATION
Based on the barrier-free design standards of the Québec Construction
Code, (in French only), Kéroul’s accessibility criteria provide an overview of
accessibility from a visitor’s standpoint
for each type of establishment.

The accessible rating means that the
establishment meets all of the visitor’s
accessibility criteria and offers a satisfactory visitor experience for the
majority of people with a mobility
impairment.

The partially accessible rating means
that the establishment meets the
visitor’s main accessibility criteria but
has some missing elements that could
affect the experience of some people
with a mobility impairment.
Kéroul also certifies services offered
to people with a visual or hearing
impairment.

quebecforall.com
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MONTRÉAL

Montréal combines a distinctive
European charm with North American
eclecticism. Its cosmopolitan
neighbourhoods reflect a rich palette
of ethnic diversity. Drawing from
its multicultural roots, it affirms its
flair for modernity; no surprise, then,
that Montréal has been designated
a UNESCO City of Design and
is recognized as a leader in the
digital arts. All in all, a compelling
urban centre!
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A HISTORY
TO BE SHARED

ARTS AND CULTURE
SCENE

FESTIVALS TO GET
YOUR GROOVE ON

The particular atmosphere of colonial
times lives on in Old Montréal, where
well-preserved vestiges and monuments evoke the era of New France.

Lovers of art and entertainment
are spoilt for choice by the city’s
latest artistic trends. Cultural offerings abound. There’s something for
everyone!

In Montréal, you don’t need an excuse
to party! Winter and summer alike,
the Place des Festivals welcomes artists
from all around the globe.

Not to be missed
• The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts,
home to top-notch exhibitions
• The Musée d’art contemporain,
a museum devoted to amazing
works of art
• The Place des Arts theatres
• La Vitrine, Montréal’s cultural centre

Not to be missed
• Montréal en lumière, where festivalgoers embrace winter
• The Montreal International Jazz
Festival, Quebec’s largest festival
• Les Francofolies, a francophone music
festival
• OSHEAGA, a multi-day indie
festival, held at the beautiful
Parc Jean-Drapeau

© TQ / M. Julien

Not to be missed
• Pointe-à-Callière, the Montréal
museum of archaeology and history
• The Centre d’histoire de Montréal,
a museum of Montréal’s historical
heritage
• Marché Bonsecours, featuring
boutiques showcasing Quebec
designers

Toqué! © Hans Laurendeau, Shoot Studio

HUNDRED STEEPLES
TO DISCOVER

A LITTLE SCIENCE
GOES A LONG WAY

MOUTHWATERING
GASTRONOMY

In 1881, Mark Twain nicknamed
Montréal “la ville aux cent clochers”
or “the city of a hundred steeples.”
Its numerous shrines are treasures
of architectural and historic heritage.

In addition to arts and heritage, the city
boasts excellent locations for exploring
natural sciences

The restaurant scene is a Montréal rite
of passage, with its quality, affordable
cuisine envied the world over!

Not to be missed
• The Jardin botanique, offers an
impressive collection of species
spread over 75 hectares
• The Biodôme, home to hundreds of
animals and plants that recreate the
Earth’s ecosystems
• The Biosphère, an environment
museum located in one of the few
remaining Expo 67 pavilions
• The Montréal Science Centre, an
imaginative and innovative museum
for all ages

Not to be missed
• La Banquise, an eatery serving a thousand and one variations of delicious
poutine
• Toqué!, ranked Canada’s best
restaurant
• Schwartz, renowned for its excellent
smoked meat
• Maison Boulud, Ritz-Carlton’s
oh-so-chic restaurant
• Les Enfants Terribles, fine dining from
Montréal’s highest viewpoint on the
44th floor

© Cory Lee

Not to be missed
• Saint Joseph’s Oratory, a place of
culture and spirituality, welcoming
over two million pilgrims and visitors
annually
• The Notre-Dame Basilica, where
Moment Factory’s Aura brings its
history to life with a luminous multimedia experience

quebecforall.com
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DISCOVER SOME
GREAT MUSEUMS

AN AMAZING
MILITARY HISTORY

A RICH
RELIGIOUS HERITAGE

While smaller than Montréal, Québec
City still offers an extensive array of
museums, often standing apart for their
original architecture and exhibitions.

The city may not have defeated all
its invaders, but it did gain some
important heritage sites.

Known as the cradle of New France,
the Québec City region is unique for
its multiple religious communities—
the evidence of which is still very much
alive today.

Not to be missed
• The Musée national des beaux-arts du
Québec, an art museum as varied and
eclectic as its stately pavilions
• The Musée de la civilisation, an institution that explores the various facets
of human reality, past and present

Not to be missed
• The Plains of Abraham, a magnificent
urban park dotted with artifacts
• The Citadelle of Québec, a unique
star-shaped fort

Not to be missed
• Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupré, a popular
sanctuary
• Le Monastère des Augustines, a
heritage site converted into a hotel
complex, blending culture, heritage
and holistic health

© Cory Lee
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NATURE AND
THE OUTDOORS

INCURSION ON
THE HURON-WENDAT

The Québec City region’s sites and
backdrops are breathtaking!

Few First Nations communities are
located close to large urban centres.
Wendake, a Huron-Wendat reserve,
opens its doors for you to discover its
magnificent heritage.

Not to be missed
• Parc de la Chute-Montmorency,
a spectacular site
• Ile d’Orléans, a designated historical island, awash with agritourism
experiences
• Canyon Sainte-Anne, where the
1.2 billion-year-old rocky cliffs form
the perfect backdrop for exhilarating
zipline, via ferrata and Air Canyon
rides
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Not to be missed
• Hôtel-Musée Premières Nations,
whose restaurant specializing in
Amerindian flavours is in itself worth
a detour
• Onhoüa Chetek8e Huron traditional
site, a site for discovering age-old
Aboriginal cultures
• Artisans et artistes indiens du
Québec, a boutique filled with
indigenous art

QUÉBEC CITY

© Cory Lee

Founded in 1608 by Samuel
de Champlain and recognized as
a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
Québec City is North America’s
only fortified city. Abounding with
treasures, it is so much more than a
museum town. Inside the walls
of Old Québec City and beyond,
a host of gourmet experiences, events,
and cultural, sporting and commercial
activities awaits you.

quebecforall.com
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QUÉBEC
REGIONS

LAURENTIANS
Mont-Tremblant

LAVAL
Cosmodome

CENTRE-DU-QUÉBEC
Musée des Abénakis

© CP SMQ Studio du Ruisseau

EEYOU ISTCHEE
BAIE-JAMES

Each region is
characterized by its
unique geographical,
cultural and historical

ABITIBI-TÉMISCAMINGUE

differences.
This is what makes it
so interesting and rich!

MAURIC
OUTAOUAIS
Canadian Museum of History

LAURENTIANS
OUTAOUAIS

LANAUDIÈRE

LAVAL
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MONTRÉAL

MONTÉRÉGIE

CIE

NUNAVIK

SAGUENAY–LAC-SAINT-JEAN
Zoo sauvage de Saint-Félicien

CHARLEVOIX
Whale-watching cruises

© TQ / M. Julien

GASPÉSIE
Parc national de
l’Île-Bonaventure-et-du-Rocher-Percé

© CP Jean-Pierre Huard

DUPLESSIS

SAGUENAY–
LAC-SAINT-JEAN

MANICOUAGAN

GASPÉSIE

ÎLES-DE-LA-MADELEINE
CHARLEVOIX

QUÉBEC

BAS-SAINTLAURENT

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
The Orpailleur vineyard with
its vine and wine Economuseum

ÎLES-DE-LA-MADELEINE
Host to an annual
sandcastle competition

CHAUDIÈREAPPALACHES
CENTRE-DUQUÉBEC
EASTERN
TOWNSHIPS
quebecforall.com
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ACCOMMODATION
Staying in Québec is a real pleasure.
Our warm welcome is appreciated by
all! Kéroul has compiled a list of over
300 accommodation establishments,
rated “accessible” or “partially accessible.”
Please see our website for details at

© TQ / M. Julien
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SHOWER AND PATIENT LIFT
ROLL-IN SHOWERS

UNDER-BED SPACE

Italian or roll-in shower: an essential solution for many people. Not yet
widely available in Quebec, even in
accessible room designs. Below is a
list of the principal establishments
offering this type of installation. The
roll-in shower is especially convenient
for a person using a wheelchair to easily
transfer to the shower bench, then
close the curtain to keep the wheelchair dry.

Fitting a patient lift in a hotel room can
be difficult. Make sure to check that
there is enough space under the bed
frame! According to Kéroul’s criteria, the
space should measure at least 15 cm
(5.9") high.
Below is a non-exhaustive list of
establishments with a roll-in shower,
under-bed space, or both!
Keep in mind that these establishments may equally have an accessible
or partially accessible rating. To ensure
that all the hotel and room features
reflect your needs, please see our
website for full details on the establishment in question. When booking, insist
on having the features you require,
since accessible rooms for the same
establishment may differ.

The regional list proposed on pages 12 and 14 presents
accommodation establishments with this type of facility.

quebecforall.com
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EASTERN TOWNSHIPS (CONT.)

LEGEND

LANAUDIÈRE
Camping Belle-Vie

Accessible

Camp Papillon

Partially accessible
Roll-in shower

Havre Familial –
Centre de plein air

Under-bed space

Centre Plein Air L’Étincelle
Hôtel La Porte de la Matawinie

BAS-ST-LAURENT

Chalets U

Auberge
La Clé des Champs

Hôtel Le Floral

Hôtel L’Empress

Hôtel Castel & Spa Confort

Hôtel Quality Inn
Rivière-du-Loup

Hôtel Château-Bromont

Hôtel-Restaurant-Bar le 1212

Chalet la Mésange d’Olivier
LAURENTIANS

Le St-Martin Bromont
Hôtel & Suites

Motel Cartier
CENTRE-DU-QUÉBEC
EASTERN TOWNSHIPS

Hôtel Comfort Inn
Drummondville
Hôtel Quality Inn & Suites
Victoriaville
CHAUDIÈRE-APPALACHES
Domaine La Guadeloupe
Gîte du Manoir Forsyth

Gîte Vita-Bella B&B

Gîte Ambrelane

La Jolie campagnarde
GASPÉSIE

Camping Chute-aux-Iroquois

Auberge du Grand Fleuve
Camping Parc de GRIS-Cap

Camp Massawippi –
MAB-Mackay
Rehabilitation Centre

Motel Chandler –
Pavillon d’accueil
Camp Chanson
de Petite-Vallée

Chalet la Mésange d’Olivier
Domaine des Prés d’Or
MAURICIE
L’Auberge du Lac-St-Pierre

Motel Adams
Motel L’Abri
Motel Le Gaspésiana
ÎLES-DE-LA-MADELEINE
Auberge Madeli
12
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MONTÉRÉGIE
Auberge des Gallant

NATURE ACCESSIBLE TO ALL

Enjoy the summer season and discover unique territories. Québec’s 24 national parks invite you
to explore their diverse nature and offer a variety of activities and accommodations.
AVAILABLE AT PARC NATIONAL D’OKA
ADAPTED READY-TO-CAMP TENTS I ADAPTED COMPACT CABINS I ADAPTED TRAILS I HIPPOCAMPE WHEELCHAIR

Photo : Sébastien Larose

MAKE QUÉBEC’S NATIONAL PARK NETWORK YOUR DESTINATION

sepaq.com
quebecforall.com
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MONTRÉAL

QUÉBEC CITY AND AREA
Camp O Carrefour
Centre de vacances
Cité Joie
Le Bonne Entente
Hilton Québec

QUÉBEC CITY AND AREA (CONT.)
Centre de plein air
Le Saisonnier
Hôtel & Suites Le Dauphin
Québec
Château Repotel Henri IV
Grand Times Hôtel –
Québec City Airport
Hôtel-Motel Citadelle

Embassy Suites
Montréal Downtown
Le Centre Sheraton Montréal
Le Westin Montréal
L’hôtel de l’ITHQ
Hyatt Regency Montréal
Ritz Carlton Montréal
Marriott Residence Inn
Montréal Downtown

Hôtel Delta Québec
Hôtel Château Laurier
Hôtel Delta Québec

Hôtel Alt Montréal

Le Monastère des Augustines
OUTAOUAIS

Renaissance
Montréal Downtown

Four Points by Sheraton
Gatineau-Ottawa

Hôtel Travelodge
Montréal Centre

SAGUENAY–LAC-SAINT-JEAN
NORTHERN QUÉBEC
Hôtel Opémiska

Hôtel La Saguenéenne
Station touristique Duchesnay

Hôtel de la Boréalie
Refuge du Moulin d’eau

© TQ / M. Julien
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

HUTTOPIA TENTS
AT PARC NATIONAL D’OKA

YURTS
AT GATINEAU PARK

Staying in a tent in the great outdoors
will satisfy your inner adventurer!
Les Dunes campground houses a
number of Huttopia ready-to-camp
tents. Fully equipped and furnished,
these tents include everything you
need for cooking. Two tents and nearby
washroom facilities are adapted for
persons with a mobility impairment
(Les Dunes 149 and 150). In addition,
the campground has an accessible trail
and a Hippocampe all-terrain beach
wheelchair!

Only a short distance from the city on
Philippe Lake, Gatineau Park offers an
easy escape into nature. The popular
yurts are circular structures with a
cone-shaped roof. Great news: the
Wanakiwin yurt is accessible. Bring your
sleeping bag and food supplies and
spend a night in this unique and rustic
structure!

CHALETS U
Located in the charming Magog-Orford
region, Chalets U offer two single-level
cottages that can each house up to six
people. The cottages are comfortable,
modern and spacious, and surrounded
by nature. The Chalet des Diligences
provides visitors with a spectacular view
of Lac Orford and the mountains, while
Chalet Malaga’s beautiful forest setting
is nestled between Lac Malaga and
Étang Holland.

© Stéhane Groleau

GÎTE VITA-BELLA
Gîte Vita Bella is the only fully accessible B&B in Quebec! Located in a natural
setting close to a lake, the accommodation offers breathtaking views all
year round. The three-bedroom B&B is
decorated in the style of a traditional
Quebec rustic country home. Without
doubt, the showpiece is the unparalleled hospitality of the two hosts!

16
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LE MONASTÈRE DES AUGUSTINES
Le Monastère des Augustines’ unique
concept blends culture, heritage and
holistic health. This new complex
provides a 21st century retreat experience in an environment rich in history.
Two types of rooms are available:
modern and traditional. The silent
breakfast is destabilizing but fascinating at the same time. Le Monastère
is the perfect place to reconnect with
yourself without the added worry of
accessibility.

HÔTEL-MUSÉE
PREMIÈRES NATIONS, WENDAKE
This accessible indigenous experience
is not to be missed! Featuring longhouse-inspired architecture overlooking
the Akiawenrahk River, the hotel marries
modern with traditional. Don’t forget to
visit the museum, created to protect and
promote the heritage of the Wendat
people. The museum’s mandate is to
teach and popularize the history, culture
and art of the First Nations in order to
give visitors a better understanding of
their present way of life.

GROUPS
It can be challenging to find enough
adapted rooms for a group which has
several people with limitations. Below is
a list of accommodations in the region
that offer more than 10 accessible or
partially accessible rooms. An establishment is considered partially accessible if it fails to meet one or more of the
general criteria for the accessible rating
for people with a mobility impairment.
LEGEND

Before you leave...

MONTRÉAL
Marriott Terminal
Aéroport de Montréal

20

Westin Montréal

18

Marriott Fairfield Inn & Suites

16

Hôtel Holiday Inn & Suites
Montréal

15

Marriott Residence Inn –
Aéroport de Montréal

10

Accessible rooms

Embassy Suites
par Hilton Montréal

Partially accessible rooms

Hôtel Hilton Garden Inn

20

La Tour Belvédère

16

Hôtel Alt
Montréal Griffintown

15

Renaissance
Montréal Centre-Ville

14

Le St-Martin Hôtel Particulier

13

Aloft Montréal Airport

13

Hôtel 10

10

Novotel Montréal Aéroport

12

Marriott Courtyard
Aéroport de Montréal

10

ESTERN TOWNSHIPS
Camp Massawippi

76

Hôtel Castel & Spa Confort

16

CENTRE-DU-QUÉBEC
Hôtel Le Victorin
et Congrès

5

18

CHAUDIÈRE-APPALACHES
Hôtel Four Points
by Sheraton Lévis

16

LANAUDIÈRE
Centre de vacances
Accès Plein Air

19

OUTAOUAIS
26

LAURENTIANS
Fairmont Tremblant

10

Hôtel Days Inn de Blainville

10

MONTÉRÉGIE
Hôtel Mortagne

3

20

Hilton Lac-Leamy

19

Auberge du Draveur

20

QUÉBEC
Cité Joie

Planning an accessible vacation is
by no means easy. This is why Kéroul
offers suggested thematic itineraries
to suit families, couples or groups.
The itineraries suggest adapted activities, accommodations and restaurants suited to your chosen getaway
destination and to the type of traveller you are. There’s something for
everyone!
Details are available on the Québec
for all online platform.

TLCS

TOURIST AND LEISURE
COMPANION STICKER

The Tourist and Leisure Companion
Sticker (TLCS) gives the companion
of a person who is at least 12 years
old and has a permanent disability or
mental illness free access to participating tourist and recreational sites.
For a list of tourist and leisure sites
that accept the TLCS, please visit the
TLCS website.
Kéroul is the accreditation body
for the sticker for travellers outside
Quebec. Contact us by email at
infos@keroul.ca, or call us at 514
252-3104.

150

Camp Centre de vacances

13

Hôtel Must

17

Hôtel Delta Québec

PLAN

YOUR ACCESSIBLE
ITINERARIES

1

19

SAGUENAY–LAC-ST-JEAN
Hôtel Comfort Inn Alma

28

Le Montagnais

10
quebecforall.com
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TRANSPORTATION

© TQ / M. Julien

Several Via Rail routes are accessible.
In certain circumstances,
the companion can travel free.

18
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Accessible cabin on a Via Rail train

AIRLINE CARRIERS

VEHICLE RENTAL

TRAIN

Air Canada and WestJet have implemented a one-person-one-fare policy,
whereby the attendant travels free of
charge. This policy applies to flights
within Canada. Please note that all
applicable taxes remain payable.
Air Transat offers the attendant a 50%
discounted rate on all regular fares for
flights to and from Florida.

Some rental companies offer adapted
vehicles with an access ramp. The vehicles, which can accommodate up to
three persons in motorized wheelchairs
and four companions, feature side entry
access and brakes that can be activated
manually.

A number of VIA Rail routes—for
example, between Montréal and
Québec City—are accessible. Bookings can only be made by telephone. In certain circumstances, the
companion can travel free. However,
if the passenger only requires luggage
and/or boarding assistance, a free ticket
is not offered since these services are
already provided by VIA Rail.

For more information, please consult
the Travelling with an Attendant page
on the Canadian Transportation Agency
website. You can also contact the airline
carriers for options available to you.
AIRPORT
At Montréal-Trudeau airport, washroom facilities are available for you to
freshen up before you start exploring
the province.
How to get from Montréal-Trudeau
airport to your accommodation?
The 747 shuttle bus, or an adapted
taxi or rental vehicle are some of the
options available. You don’t need to
book the shuttle bus or taxi. However,
it is recommended that you book your
rental vehicle.

Discount car and truck rentals:
1 844 562-2886
Location Jean Légaré:
1 877 457-5342
Rental of adapted cars with hand
controls or spinner knobs:
Avis: 1 888 879-4273
Alamo: 1 800 651-1223 / 1 800 522-9292
Enterprise: 1 866 225-4284 / 1 866 543-9250
PARKING
The parking permit is internationally
recognized! People from a country that
is a member of the International Transport Forum (ITF) can bring their own
permit.
Simply check the permit’s terms of use
with the municipalities to be visited,
in particular as regards time limits,
parking fees and parking in residential
zones.
Montréal, Québec City, Trois-Rivières
and Ottawa have distinct policies on
the use of reserved parking. Visit their
respective websites.

To obtain a free ticket, you will need
to fill in a medical certificate attesting
to your requirement for a companion.
Details are available on the VIA Rail
website, or by calling 1 888 842-7245 /
1 800 268-9503.
BUS
Using the bus is economical for Quebec
inter-city travel. Reserved seating is
available. When booking your ticket,
be sure to mention your disability.
TAXI
Adapted taxi services are offered in
a number of Quebec cities. A list of
companies is available on our Québec
for all website.
At Montréal-Trudeau airport, adapted
taxis are available from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Talk to a dispatcher upon arrival. If
you need services outside these hours,
you need to inform the transportation
company who will communicate with
the airport dispatcher.

ADAPTED TRANSIT
Every Quebec municipality offers
adapted transit services. You need a
user number to make bookings. Some
conditions may apply according to the
municipality.

Washroom facilities at Montréal-Trudeau airport

quebecforall.com
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VICTORIAVILLE,
FIRST-EVER
DESTINATION
FOR ALL!
Extremely proactive in the areas of
accessibility and inclusion, this municipality was the first to embrace this
project. The city was awarded three
stars thanks to its accessible infrastructure and tourist amenities. As part
of this project, 64 establishments
were certified as accessible or partially
accessible.
Set in beautiful surroundings,
Victoriaville is a modern, thriving,
dynamic city and a destination of
choice for outdoor enthusiasts, during
summer and winter alike. Its wide
open spaces are a perfect backdrop for
numerous sporting and cultural events.
While history lovers enjoy its rich history
and heritage, foodies are seduced by its
eclectic culinary offerings.
Below are some of the participating
establishments. Visit www.quebecforall.com/villes/victoriaville-2 for the
complete list!

WHERE TO EAT – OUR TOP PICKS
La Fromagerie Victoria

Hôtel Le Victorin et Congrès

Le Limonadier

Hôtel Quality Inn & Suites
Victoriaville

A complete cheese experience
Restaurant and butcher’s shop

Restaurant Le Communard

Fusion cuisine

Café-Resto Le Gavroche

Traditional French cuisine

Restaurant Le Luxor

60 years of flavours

Cactus Resto-Bar

Pub and grill, festive terrace

Microbrasserie l’Hermite

16 beers on tap, local products

Restaurant Noc Noc

Tapas bar

La Farniente, café-bistro

Laid-back café-bistro

WHERE TO EAT
Restaurant Le Laurier

From grill to table

Plus Resto-Bar

Lively restaurant, varied menu

Restaurant Maxime

Mediterranean cuisine, relaxed

LEGEND
Accessible
Partially accessible

WHERE TO STAY

Plaisirs et saveurs

Converted historic house

Paradis d’Asie

Cambodian, Vietnamese, Thai

La Pomme verte

Perfect brunch place

Coopérative La Manne

THINGS TO DO
Vélogare du Grand-Tronc

Adaptive bike rental

Parc du Réservoir Beaudet

Walking trail, adaptive kayaking

Parc Terre-des-Jeunes

Accessible nature trail

Piscine Édouard-Dubord

Unique establishment in Québec

Halte des Moulins

Urban park

Marché public des Bois-Francs
Musée Laurier

Wilfrid Laurier’s home

Musée de l’hôtel des postes

Former post office

Maison recyclée des artisans du
rebut global in Mont Arthabaska
Le Carré 150

Victoriaville’s cultural venue

Parachute Victoriaville

Québec’s parachuting pioneer

GETTING AROUND
Rouli-Bus Victoriaville

Door-to-door paratransit service

Taxi Adapté Victo

Health food store

Le Complexion Évasion

Downtown complete experience

Asie Plus

Fine Asian dining

20
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ÉTABLISSEMENT

PARTICIPANT

DESTINATION
FOR ALL

A Destination for All is a destination that
offers varied, accessible and high-quality
tourist amenities to people with disabilities.
During their stay, visitors with disabilities can
sleep, eat, visit, shop and enjoy a wide range
of day-to-day activities in an obstacle-free
environment and in a culture of hospitality
excellence.
The certification awarded by Kéroul is based
on a points system following an evaluation
of the services available (accommodation,
transportation, restaurants, attractions) to
people with different types of disabilities
(motor, auditory, visual and language
comprehension). From one to five stars can
be awarded.

quebecforall.com
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LEGEND
Accessible establishment
Partially accessible establishment
Establishments offering services
to persons with a visual impairment
Establishments offering services
to persons with a hearing impairment

22
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Better mobility for life
Canada’s largest manufacturer of accessible minivans builds
lowered floor side and rear entry conversions. Proudly built
in Quebec and Ontario, our vans deliver independence and
mobility for families, drivers and taxis across the country.

Visit our web site
or call us to find out
how Savaria can get
you on the move

1.800.668.8705
savaria.com

4350 Highway 13, Laval Québec

Best North America
Leisure Airline

DIRECT
FLIGHTS

GOURMET
MEALS

OPTION
PLUS

CLUB
CLASS

Fly hassle-free
and arrive sooner

Savour every moment
with our Chef’s Menu

Treat yourself
with Option Plus

Exclusive cabin
with spacious seats

airtransat.com

